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Adobe created a set of free flash tutorials created for the website. A second set of tutorials are available for the Windows version for
a cost. Only the Flash Pro CS3 tutorial set is free and only for the Win version. There is also a Windows / Windows Vista tutorial set
for $29.95. Both sets of tutorials require Adobe Flash Player to be installed on the computer. Adobe have revised the "Always save

as version-independent SWF" checkbox back in Flash Professional CS3. From the Adobe forums. * The "Always save as version-
independent SWF" checkbox is not checked by default. * When you initially run Flash CS3 without saving, the "Always save as

version-independent SWF" checkbox is automatically checked. * The "Always save as version-independent SWF" checkbox can now
be un-checked by simply double-clicking on the SWF inside Flash CS3. Version-independence refers to the type of file that is

downloaded from the net. Upon starting Flash Player the SWF file is checked in the following order: 1) version-independed files
(default) if the application found a version-independed file. 2) Version-independent files (default) if the application did not find
version-independent file. 3) generic files, if the application did not find any version-independent or version-independent files.

Sunnyshine was eventually released in 1999 as 'Apple Macromedia Flash 1.0'and renamed Macromedia Flash in 2000. It made
possible the creation of web-based Flash games. However, the industry soon moved from the browser to a platform-based model.
Adobe adapted Flash to work on the Windows platform as early as 2001 and then adapted it for the Palm Pre in early 2010. The

software allows developers to create animated web pages through the use of a JavaScript/ActionScript API or through the use of a
C++ class library. Flash developers are able to create animated Flash characters such as cartoons, anime or video games.
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